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Europa Triumphans - Helen Watanabe-O'Kelly
2010-02
A landmark in the study of early modern Europe,
this two-volume collection makes available for
the first time a selection of the most important
texts from court and civic festival books. Festival
entertainments were presented to mark such
occasions as royal and ducal entries to capital
cities, dynastic marriages, the birth and
christening of heirs, religious feasts and royal
and ducal funerals. Europa Triumphans
represents the chronological and trans-European
range of the court and civic festival. These
festivals are considered not simply as texts, but
as events, and are introduced by groups of
scholars, each with a specialist knowledge of the
political, social and cultural significance of the
festival and of the iconography, spectacle,
music, dance, voice and gesture in which they
were expressed. To demonstrate the geographic
spread and political significance of festivals, and
to illustrate the range of aesthetic languages
they deploy, the festivals included in these two
volumes are grouped in the following sections:
Henri III; Genoa; Poland-Lithuania; The
Netherlands; The Protestant Union; La Rochelle;
Scandinavia; and The New World. These texts
provide many valuable insights into the variety
of political systems and historical circumstances
that formed them. Beautifully produced with 148
black-and-white and 23 colour illustrations,
Europa Triumphans represents an invaluable
reference source for the study of early modern
Europe. It presents texts both in transcription

and translated into English, and is supplemented
with introductory essays and commentaries.
Europa Triumphans is co-published by Ashgate
and the Modern Humanities Research
Association, in conjunction with the AHRB
Centre for the Study of the Renaissance at the
University of Warwick, UK.
“Li premerains vers”. - Catherine M. Jones 2011
This volume celebrates the career of Keith
Busby, one of the most prominent researchers of
medieval French literature of our time, or as one
of the contributors states, “one of the true
knights errant among us—a scholar defined by
the nobility of his intellect who upholds and
defends medieval studies.” The chapters
presented here bring together leading scholars
from the United States, England, The
Netherlands, France, Canada, Germany, and
Australia. The authors focus on subjects related
to Professor Busby’s broad research interests.
Topics include, but are not limited to, Arthurian
literature, courtly literature, fabliaux, epic,
romance, Chrétien de Troyes, Marie de France,
Breton lays, manuscript studies, iconography,
and Occitan literature. This collection also offers
critical editions of two texts: the Dit des
Boulangers and an Anglo-Norman Quadripertitus
Hermetis. These chapters will be of particular
interest to specialists and students of medieval
literature and manuscript studies.
A History of Modern Jewish Religious
Philosophy - Eliezer Schweid 2011-05-10
A comprehensive, interdisciplinary account of
the major thinkers and movements in modern
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Jewish thought, in the context of general
philosophy and Jewish social-political historical
developments. Volume 1 (of 5) covers the period
from Spinoza through the Enlightenment.
Isaiah 40-55 Vol 1 (ICC) - John Goldingay
2006-11-23
For over one hundred years International
Critical Commentaries have had a special place
among works on the Bible. They bring together
all the relevant aids to exegesis - linguistic,
textual, archaeological, historical, literary, and
theological - to help the reader understand the
meaning of the books of the Old and New
Testaments. The new commentaries continue
this tradition. All new evidence now available is
incorporated and new methods of study are
applied. The authors are of the highest
international standing. No attempt has been
made to secure a uniform theological or critical
approach to the biblical text: contributors have
been invited for their scholarly distinction, not
for their adherence to any one school of thought.
The Creation of Christ - Paul Louis Couchoud
1939
Piper Cubs - Peter M. Bowers 1993
Traces the history of the Piper Cub, describes
each model and its markings, and looks at the
many ways the plane has been used.
2 Peter and Jude - Jonathan Knight 1995-12-01
These two small texts have often been outshone
by other New Testament writings and have
sometimes been regarded as of scant
importance. Neither of them is easy to
understand. Their language is sometimes
difficult and the symbolism and biblical allusions
are obscure to readers who do not know Jewish
apocalyptic literature. Knight demonstrates that
they do, however, repay careful study. They
reveal a thought-world that is dominated by
meditation on biblical literature, and they show
how such material was interpreted to deal with
problems in the life of certain unknown churches
in the first century CE.
Hitler's Theology - Rainer Bucher 2011-06-30
Hitler's Theology investigates the use of
theological motifs in Adolf Hitler's public
speeches and writings, and offers an answer to
the question of why Hitler and his theo-political
ideology were so attractive and successful
presenting an alternative to the discontents of

modernity. The book gives a systematic
reconstruction of Hitler's use of theological
concepts like providence, belief or the almighty
God. Rainer Bucher argues that Hitler's (ab)use
of theological ideas is one of the main reasons
why and how Hitler gained so much
acquiescence and support for his diabolic
enterprise. This fascinating study concludes by
contextualizing Hitler's theology in terms of a
wider theory of modernity and in particular by
analyzing the churches' struggle with modernity.
Finally, the author evaluates the use of theology
from a practical theological perspective. This
book will be of interest to students of Religious
Studies, Theology, Holocaust Studies, Jewish
Studies, Religion and Politics, and German
History.
Applied Psychology, 2nd Edition - Julie
Harrower 2011-12-09
The ideal textbook for all areas of applied
psychology options, including
forensic/criminological psychology, health
psychology, educational psychology, sports
psychology, clinical/abnormal psychology,
work/occupational psychology, environmental
psychology and counselling - for students on A
Level and undergraduate courses.
The Delta Wing - Alexander Lippisch 1981
Den tyske flykonstruktør beskriver her
udviklingen og forsøgene med Tailless- og Delta
Wing- flytyper.
100+ Fun Ideas for a Happier Classroom Eileen Jones 2012-04-13
This book is crammed with stimulating ideas to
help you create and communicate the impression
of a calm, happy classroom where pupils feel
secure and are challenged to do their very best.
Suggestions cover everything from layout of the
classroom and innovative ways of controlling
noise levels to great ways of making every child
feel special and valued. These carefully selected,
enjoyable activities will not only help the
children feel confident in your classroom and at
school, they will also foster self-confidence,
positive attitudes, teamwork and improved links
with home.
Mikhail Bakhtin - Mikhail Bakhtin 2019-08-09
Whenever Bakhtin, in his final decade, was
queried about writing his memoirs, he shrugged
it off. Unlike many of his Symbolist generation,
Bakhtin was not fascinated by his own self-
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image. This reticence to tell his own story was
the point of access for Viktor Duvakin,
Mayakovsky scholar, fellow academic, and head
of an oral history project, who in 1973 taped six
interviews with Bakhtin over twelve hours. They
remain our primary source of Bakhtin’s personal
views: on formative moments in his education
and exile, his reaction to the Revolution, his
impressions of political, intellectual, and
theatrical figures during the first two decades of
the twentieth century, and his non-conformist
opinions on Russian and Soviet poets and
musicians. Bakhtin's passion for poetic language
and his insights into music also come as a
surprise to readers of his essays on the novel.
One remarkable thread running through the
conversations is Bakhtin's love of poetry, masses
of which he knew by heart in several languages.
Mikhail Bakhtin: The Duvakin Interviews, 1973,
translated and annotated here from the
complete transcript of the tapes, offers a fuller,
more flexible image of Bakhtin than we could
have imagined beneath his now famous texts.
Published by Bucknell University Press.
Distributed worldwide by Rutgers University
Press.
Electric Flight - Dave Day 1983-01-01
Positive Lightning - Laurie Salzler 2014-12-15
Kate Winter teaches dog owners how to train
their canine companions. During her spare time,
accompanied by her Lab, Dakota, she explores
the woods and beaches on foot or horseback.
She's worried that something's happening in her
relationship, but she can't get her girlfriend
Trish to talk to her about it. Faith Hutchins
recently lost her sight after a terrible outdoor
accident. She's dealt with her anger, depression,
and blindness primarily on her own. A seeingeye dog would help alleviate her reliance on
anyone else, but the guide dog school has been
unsuccessful in providing her with one. On a
mission to find someone who will train a dog
specifically for her, she ultimately zeroes in on
Kate. They say lightning never strikes the same
place twice. But positive lightning is notoriously
unpredictable and can ignite a fire when and
where least expected . . . no matter who's in its
path."
A Discourse Analysis of the Letter to the
Hebrews - Cynthia Long Westfall 2006-06-15

This study attempts to analyse the text of
Hebrews with a method of discourse analysis
primarily based on a form of systemic functional
linguistics developed for Hellenistic Greek, but it
is also informed by other linguistic studies. It
begins with a general survey of the literature
that is either influential or representative of
approaches to the structure of Hebrews. The
survey is followed by an introduction to the
terminology and definitions of discourse
analysis, as well as the theory behind the
methodology, and describes a procedure for
analysing text. Hebrews is treated as having
three sections. The first section of Hebrews
(1:1-4:16) demonstrates the organization of the
units, the topic of the units, the prominent text,
and the relationship of the first section with the
rest of the discourse. The second section of
Hebrews (4:11-10:25) is described in two parts
(4:11-7:28 and 8:1-10:25) because of its length.
There is an overlap between the first and second
sections in 4:11-16 and between the second and
third sections in 10:19-25. Both of these
passages have a concluding function for the
preceding co-text and a staging function for the
following co-text, so that they look backwards
and forwards. The third and final section in
10:19-13:25 contains the climax or discourse
peak. The study is concluded with a description
of the coherence of the discourse and a
presentation of a mental representation of the
text. JSNTS and Studies in New Testament
Greek subseries
But It Is Not So Among You - Alberto de Mingo
Kaminouchi 2003-11-01
Power is an issue that is attracting increased
interest among philosophers, theologians and
social scientists. The gospel of Mark, especially
in 10:32-45, contains teachings attributed to
Jesus about the use and abuse of power. This
book applies a combination of different methods
and approaches: mainly orality, criticism,
literary criticism and a sensitivity for the social
and cultural environment of the text, showing
the centrality of Jesus's message on the issue of
power both for the plot and for the theology of
Mark. This message is a call to practice
leadership in a way that is subversive toward the
networks of power of the empire.
Designing and Conducting Research in Health
and Human Performance - Tracey D Matthews
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2019-12-19
Designing and Conducting Research in Health
and Human Performance, 2nd edition shows
students how to become effective producers and
consumers of health and human performance
research. Like the first edition, this edition
provides comprehensive coverage of both
quantitative and qualitative research methods
and includes step-by-step guidance for writing
effective research proposals and theses. In
addition, the authors show how to read, assess,
interpret, and apply published research and how
to conduct basic studies in health, physical
education, exercise science, athletic training,
and recreation. In this edition, the authors have
also expanded areas of research design to
include the PICO (patient problem or population,
intervention, comparison, and outcomes)
technique. Designing and Conducting Research
in Health and Human Performance, 2nd edition
is filled with more up-to-date illustrative
examples that emphasize the real-world
applications of research methods. Throughout,
the authors draw on a variety of examples that
were selected because they provide a context to
further the understanding of health and human
performance research. Research to Practice
examples and Tips are included by the authors
to help students better appreciate the book’s
content. Additionally, new to this edition, is
Pulse Check, which provides an opportunity for
students to engage in critical thinking in all
things research. These study aids provide
suggestions and additional resources to assist
students in understanding the research process.
Key terms, defined and highlighted, enrich each
chapter. The end of each chapter includes
Applying What You Learned sections designed to
help students comprehend and follow best
practices in research methods. Online resources
and guides developed by the authors to support
and enhance students’ learning of important
research concepts are available.
The Carnivorous Lamb - Augustin GomezArcos 2010-10-19
The latest in the Little Sisters Classics series
resurrecting gay and lesbian literary gems: a
viciously funny, shocking yet ultimately moving
1975 novel, an allegory of Francos Spain, about
a young gay man (the self-described carnivorous
lamb) co...

Feminist Companion to John - Amy-Jill Levine
2002-06-01
The second feminist volume volume on
Johannine literature includes an Introduction by
Amy-Jill Levine; Adele Reinhartz on Women in
the Johannine Community: An Exercise in
Historical Imagination; Satako Yamaguchi, 'I Am
(I Do)' Sayings and Women in Context and
Dorothy Lee, Abiding in the Fourth
Gospel.Colleen Conway writes on Gender
Matters in John; Adeline Fehribach on The
Crucifixion in the Fourth Gospel: A Birthing
Moment; Deborah Sawyer on Water and Blood:
Birthing Images in John's Gospel; Harold
Attridge on Don't Be Touching Me: Recent
Feminist Scholarship on Mary Magdalene; and
Jane Schaberg, Thinking Back through the
Magdalene.
A Companion to Bernard of Clairvaux - Brian
Patrick McGuire 2011-03-21
Bernard of Clairvaux emerges from these studies
as a vibrant, challenging and illuminating
representative of the monastic culture of the
twelfth century. In taking on Peter Abelard and
the new scholasticism he helped define the very
world he opposed and thus contributed to the
renaissance of the twelfth century.
1 Maccabees - John R. Bartlett 1998-06-01
This is a book for anyone interested in the
political and cultural results of the entry of the
small state of Judah and its capital Jerusalem
into the wider Hellenistic world in the second
century BCE. In particular it forms a helpful
introduction to the biblical writing called 1
Maccabees, which is preserved in the
Apocrypha. 1 Maccabees is a history of the
rebellion of the Jews against their Syrian rulers
in the 160s BCE. The rebellion's leader was
Judas Maccabee, and from his family and its
success sprang a dynasty that ruled Judah for
the century before the arrival of Herod the
Great. The author of 1 Maccabees was a keen
supporter of that dynasty, and saw their early
rulers as made in the mould of the early kings of
Israel. The present book introduces the student
to modern scholarly research on 1 Maccabees
and its author.
Question of Truth - Gareth Moore 2003-06-19
Many Christians accept that 'homosexual acts
are wrong' on the authority of the Church. For
many others such teaching contradicts what
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they know to be the obvious truth. In this book
Gareth Moore closely and dispassionately
examines the bases of Christian 'anti-gay'
arguments. Moore critically explores the
language that we use to describe and define
human sexuality and what this means for what
we think we know about sex, identity and
morality.At the centre of this work is a thorough
and revolutionary analysis of the Bible on
homosexuality posing such questions as: Is there
a unified biblical teaching on sex or
homosexuality? Are we misreading the Bible by
applying modern thinking and terms? Must
Christians accept Paul's supposed rejection of
homosexuality when they do not follow all of his
teaching (for example his low estimation of
marriage - 1, Cor, 7)?For Moore the criticism
that gay practice is remote from Christian values
is just as true of straight life. Gay Christians are
often responsible and thoughtful moral agents
and to propose otherwise is both unreasonable
and deeply disrespectful. It is a precondition of
being heard that we listen and in the end the
gospel can only be preached effectively by those
who listen.
Vertical Poetry - Roberto Juarroz 2011
Octavio Paz called the late Roberto Juarroz, one
of Latin America's most distinguished
contemporary poets, ?a poet of absolute
instants.”
Feminist Companion to Matthew - Amy-Jill
Levine 2001-12-19
Conjoining diverse methodological and
ideological approaches with a focus on specific
texts, this volume ..... presents ground-breaking
insights on the Gospel of Matthew...... (from
back cover)
A Tale of Two Cities; C.1 - Charles 1812-1870
Dickens 2021-09-09
This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it. This work is in
the public domain in the United States of
America, and possibly other nations. Within the
United States, you may freely copy and
distribute this work, as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the body of the
work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this
work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the
public. To ensure a quality reading experience,

this work has been proofread and republished
using a format that seamlessly blends the
original graphical elements with text in an easyto-read typeface. We appreciate your support of
the preservation process, and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
Soviet X-planes - Yefim Gordon 2000
Describes Soviet experimental aircraft, from the
early 1900s through the latest Russian
prototypes.
Operation Code Breaker - Ilkka Remes 2012
Luke uncovers a plot to steal a famous painting
and gets caught up in the gang's attempt to
break a code that will lead them to a stash of
Nazi gold.
Scale Model Gliders - Cliff Charlesworth
1995-01-01
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A People of One Book - Timothy Larsen
2011-01-27
Although the Victorians were awash in texts, the
Bible was such a pervasive and dominant
presence that they may fittingly be thought of as
'a people of one book'. They habitually read the
Bible, quoted it, adopted its phraseology as their
own, thought in its categories, and viewed their
own lives and experiences through a scriptural
lens. This astonishingly deep, relentless, and
resonant engagement with the Bible was true
across the religious spectrum from Catholics to
Unitarians and beyond. The scripture-saturated
culture of nineteenth-century England is
displayed by Timothy Larsen in a series of lively
case studies of representative figures ranging
from the Quaker prison reformer Elizabeth Fry
to the liberal Anglican pioneer of nursing
Florence Nightingale to the Baptist preacher C.
H. Spurgeon to the Jewish author Grace Aguilar.
Even the agnostic man of science T. H. Huxley
and the atheist leaders Charles Bradlaugh and
Annie Besant were thoroughly and profoundly
preoccupied with the Bible. Serving as a tour of
the diversity and variety of nineteenth-century
views, Larsen's study presents the distinctive
beliefs and practices of all the major Victorian
religious and sceptical traditions from AngloCatholics to the Salvation Army to Spiritualism,
while simultaneously drawing out their common,
shared culture as a people of one book.
Acts in its Ancient Literary Context - Loveday
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Alexander 2007-03-29
Here, gathered for the first time, is a collection
of Loveday Alexander's critically acclaimed
essays on the Acts of the Apostles. In this
collection of essays, Alexander addresses the
central question 'What kind of book is Acts?' She
approaches the text of Acts with a finely-tuned
sense of the complexities of the conventional
codes that governed reading and writing in the
classical world, and argues that the differences
between New Testament texts and contemporary
writings in the Graeco-Roman world can be as
revealing as the similarities. The collection
begins with Alexander's classic analysis of the
literary codes governing the preface to Luke's
two-volume work, in which she challenges the
dominant consensus that the language and
structure of the preface evoke the generic
conventions of Greek historiography. That
insight opens up the possibility of reading Acts
alongside other ancient literary genres: the lives
of the Greek philosophers, the Greek novels of
Chariton and Xenophon of Ephesus, Roman
itineraries, Greek and Jewish apologetic, and
Latin epic. The process, like the narrative of Acts
itself, becomes a rich and evocative voyage of
exploration, shedding light both on the varied
social worlds of the author and his first readers,
and on the complex communication problems
underlying the creation of early Christian
discourse. This is volume 289 in the Journal for
the Study of the New Testament Supplement
series and is also part of the Early Christianity in
Context series.
A Postcolonial Commentary on the New
Testament Writings - Fernando F. Segovia
2009-10-10
A comprehensive analysis of the New Testament
from the perspective of postcolonial criticism,
this title enables readers to relate biblical texts
more sharply to the perennial geopolitical issues
of imperialism and colonialism.
"Be" and Equational Sentences in Egyptian
Colloquial Arabic - Mohamed Sami Anwar
1979-01-01
The volume attempts to deal with equational
sentences in Egyptian Colloquial Arabic and
their remote structure. In this unique
monograph Mohamed Sami Anwar oes to show
that equational sentences in Egyptian Colloquial
Arabic are derived from underlying sentences

that have transitive or intransitive verbs and
that the verb be in its overt form is only a tense
marker. The chapter following the introduction
deals with the equational sentences functioning
as conveyers of stative ideas. The third chapter
deals with the verb be in Egyptian Colloquial
Arabic and how it functions only as a tense
marker. The fourth chapter is an analysis of
determination as regards the subject and why in
some cases the predicate, at the surface
structure, has to occur before the subject. The
final chapter deals with the predicate slot and its
types of fillers, and analyzes also the remote
structure of the equational sentences to
interpret the phenomenon of the presence and
absence of agreement in number and gender
between the subject and the predicate.
Official Descriptive and Illustrated
Catalogue - 1851
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A Cry Instead of Justice - Dereck Daschke
2010-07-01
>
100 Ideas for Surviving your First Year in
Teaching - Laura-Jane Fisher 2006-01-31
Laura-Jane Fisher provides one hundred ideas
on how to survive the first year of teaching. This
book deals with a wide range of issues from
coping with the long working hours and
managing difficult classes to lesson planning and
writing reports for the first time.
2009-2010 Assessment of the Army Research
Laboratory - National Research Council
2011-05-21
The charge of the Army Research Laboratory
Technical Assessment Board (ARLTAB) is to
provide biannual assessments of the scientific
and technical quality of the research,
development, and analysis programs at the Army
Research Laboratory (ARL). The advice provided
in this report focuses on technical rather than
programmatic considerations. The Board is
assisted by six National Research Council (NRC)
panels, each of which focuses on the portion of
the ARL program conducted by one of ARL's six
directorates. When requested to do so by ARL,
the Board also examines work that cuts across
the directorates. The Board has been performing
assessments of ARL since 1996. The current
report summarizes its finding for the 2009-2010
period, during which 96 volunteer experts in
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fields of science and engineering participated in
the following activities: visiting ARL annually,
receiving formal presentations of technical work,
examining facilities, engaging in technical
discussions with ARL staff, and reviewing ARL
technical materials. The Board continues to be
impressed by the overall quality of ARL's
technical staff and their work and applauds ARL
for its clear, passionate concern for the end user
of its technology-the soldier in the field-and for
ARL's demonstrated mindfulness of the
importance of transitioning technology to
support immediate and longer-term Army needs.
ARL staff also continue to expand their
involvement with the wider scientific and
engineering community. In general, ARL is
working very well within an appropriate
research and development (R&D) niche and has
been demonstrating significant
accomplishments.
A Feminist Companion to Samuel and Kings
- Athalya Brenner-Idan 2000-06-01
This collection of studies, reflecting
developments in feminist exegesis over the last
few years in Europe and the United States,
includes treatments of key female figures
('Tamar and the "Coat of Many Colours"' by
Adrien Janis Bledstein; 'Michal, the Barren Wife'
by Lillian R. Klein; 'On Centering a Fringe
Figure: The Wife of Jeroboam in 1 Kings 14:1-18'
by Uta Schmidt; 'The Widow of Zarephath and
the Great Woman of Shunem: A Comparative
Analysis of Two Stories' by Jopie SiebertHommes), and a new examination of a biblical
threesome, 'Saul, David and Jonathan: The Story
of a Triangle? A Contribution to the Issue of
Homosexuality in the First Testament' by Silvia
Schroer and Thomas Staubli.
Isaiah 40-55 Vol 2 - John Goldingay 2006-01-01
For over one hundred years International
Critical Commentaries have had a special place
among works on the Bible. They bring together
all the relevant aids to exegesis - linguistic,
textual, archaeological, historical, literary, and
theological - to help the reader understand the
meaning of the books of the Old and New
Testaments. The new commentaries continue
this tradition. All new evidence now available is
incorporated and new methods of study are
applied. The authors are of the highest
international standing. No attempt has been

made to secure a uniform theological or critical
approach to the biblical text: contributors have
been invited for their scholarly distinction, not
for their adherence to any one school of thought.
>
Stygian's Honor - Lora Leigh 2012-08-07
Window Rock, Arizona, is the last known
location of Honor Roberts, who vanished when
she was just thirteen. It was her only sanctuary
from the Breed research that would surely have
ended in her death—one such insidious
experiment should, indeed, have killed her. That
she lived is both a miracle—and a great mystery.
Stygian’s mission is to find Honor Roberts, no
matter the cost. Now, with the help of Liza
Johnson, assistant to the chief of the Navajo
Nation, he is closer than ever to his goal. But
will the discovery of Honor Roberts mean the
destruction of the mating heat that has
developed between Stygian and Liza?
All-in Fighting - W. E. Fairbairn 2021-05-06
The author of this concise guide to unarmed
combat and self-defence is a legend. W. E.
Fairbairn (1885-1960) spent over thirty years in
the tough environment of the Riot Squads of
China's Shanghai Municipal Police. In order to
lower levels of Police mortality at the hands of
Chinese Tongs, he studied ancient Chinese and
Japanese martial arts, including Ju-jitsu, and was
the first foreigner to be awarded a black belt in
the discipline. He developed his own system
which he called 'Defendu'. At the outbreak of the
Second World War, he was recruited by Britain's
Special Operations Executive as an Instructor in
unarmed combat and expounded the deadly
mysteries of attack and defence to scores of
trainee agents about to be dropped into
occupied Europe. His methods were approved
and officially adopted throughout the British
army. Fairbairn also developed weapons and
defence aids such as bullet proof vests. He is
best known as the co-inventor of the famous
Sykes-Fairbairn knife. In this book he expounds
his distilled experience of unarmed combat.
Fully illustrated, it shows how to deliver deadly
blows with hand, fist, knee and boot; wrist, bearand strangle holds (and how to break them); how
to throw an enemy, and how to break their
backs; how to disarm a pistol-wielding attacker;
and securing a prisoner. The book also contains
a chapter on the use of the rifle in close combat
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by Captain P. N. Walbridge.
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